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In this Samsung Series 9 review I will use unbiased and real data to determine if this laptop is worth
your time and money. Letâ€™s face it, the Samsung Series 9 was made to compete with the Apple
airmack! Samsung is relatively new when it comes to the laptop industry. This was why I was
surprise to see how thin and light the new Series 9 was!

This remarkable laptop was design with a thin chassis making it the smallest laptop in the industry.
The Macbook is obese compared to this puppy. Consumer reports did a Samsung Series 9 review a
few months ago and they stated that this laptop was the toughest one on the market. What makes
this laptop so tough? It was created using the super aluminum compound duralumin. Duralumin has
2 times the strength of other aluminums without having the heavy weight that other laptops carry.

In the Consumer reports Samsung Series 9 review, they tested the performance of this beauty as
compared to that of the Macbook. The Samsung Series 9 out performed the Mac on every test. The
Samsung blasted the Mac when tested for encoding and photoshop rendering! I know what youâ€™re
thinking, how could this happen? The core two duo processor in the Mac was no match for the core
i5 that the series 9 contains. The solid state drive that the Series 9 contains is faster, and more
proficient than most hard drives. The boot up time for this laptop is over the top. It boasts a sixty
percent faster boot up time, now thatâ€™s amazing!

In my personal Samsung Series 9 review the battery life for this baby was outstanding. I used this
laptop for 5 hours nonstop on 1 charge! The Macbook was not even close! It barely runs for 4 hours!
Another cool thing about the Series 9 is its amazing 1.5 watt speakers. These speakers provide an
array of beautiful sounds that produce clean and sharp music! This beautiful laptop also carries the
one and only Intel High definition 3000 Graphics. Now the 9 series is not an expert gaming laptop.
However it will play your favorite movies in High Def without any problems.

This only negative thing about the Samsung Series 9 is the price point. Sure the Samsung cost
more than the Mac! However when you factor in the extras and how the Series 9 out performed the
Mac, paying an extra hundred dollars shouldnâ€™t detour the average smart laptop shopper.
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